Abstract-Some approximation theoretic questions concerning a certain class of neural networks are considered. The networks considered are single input, single output, single hidden layer, feedforward neural networks with continuous sigmoidal activation functions, no input weights but with hidden layer thresholds and output layer weights. Specifically, questions of existence and uniqueness of best approximations on a closed interval of the real line under mean-square and uniform approximation error measures are studied. A by-product of this study is a reparametrization of the class of networks considered in terms of rational functions of a single variable. This rational reparametrization is used to apply the theory of Pad6 approximation to the class of networks considered. In addition, a question related to the number of local minima arising in gradient algorithms for learning is examined.
I. INTRODUCTION HERE are now a number of results describing the "uni-T versal approximation properties" of certain classes of feedforward neural networks. Nearly all of these are in the form of denseness results [9] , [ll] , [20] , [22] , essentially saying that if you take enough nodes, you can make an arbitrarily good approximation. There are, however, many other questions one would like answered for a full understanding of the approximation theoretic potential of neural networks. Questions such as: 1) Does there exist a best approximation? 2) Is the best approximation unique? 3) Do there exist "local minima"? 4) How many local minima are there? Obviously such questions have to be formulated more precisely for them to admit answers. The motivation for asking them can be seen in the behavior observed by Guo and Gelfand [ 141 where it is seen that typical backpropagation networks appear to "wander" a lot before converging. It is our contention that there are purely representational questions which have to be fully answered before a deep understanding of the learning behavior is feasible. The existence problem has been partially considered by Girosi and Poggio in [ 131. The specific purpose of the present paper is to answer questions 1-4 for the class of single-input single-output networks described by: Definition 1.1: Let cr be a function cr : W -+ W. The class of functions 72; is defined by Rz := { c;a(z -a;): c; E R -{o), a; E R,
We will specifically consider the node function ~( z ) = (l+e-")-', although many of the results hold more generally. We work with both L , (or supremum) and Lp norms: The L, norm is widely used in approximation theory and the Lp is more useful for statistical learning. Both norms are defined on a closed interval [a,b] (see below). Only scalar networks (single-input single-output) are considered here. The multivariable approximation problem is still not fully understood for rational functions, and so it seems premature to consider it for neural network representations.
The metric used makes a great difference to the approximation-theoretic properties of the above representations. Existence and uniqueness questions are considered under the L, norm on [a. b] . It is shown that it is necessary to consider the closure of the space 72; in order to ensure existence of best approximations. Furthermore, this closure is explicitly constructed. The use of complex coefficients is also examined. It is shown that the best approximation in these extended spaces is in fact unique.
It is also shown that when approximating from 72; (or its closure) under the L:![u,b] norm, for any positive integer 1, there exists an f E Lp [a, b] such that there are exactly 1 local minima in the error surface for f . Finally an application of the theory of Pad6 approximants to the neural networks studied in this paper is presented. This allows the determination of a neural network approximant to a given function by solving an interpolation problem at a single point.
All of the tools we use are standard in the nonlinear approximation theoretic literature, although some of them are fairly recent and perhaps not widely known. We have endeavored to make the present paper as self-contained as possible.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a non-technical overview of the results and motivation for this paper. Section III introduces a new parametrization of the class of networks considered here. Section IV considers uniqueness and existence questions for approximations in the L, norm on a compact interval [a, b] . Section V considers L2 approximation on [a,b] and Section VI contains material on Pad6 approximation. Section VI1 concludes this work.
INTERPRETATION O F AND MOTIVATION FOR THIS PAPER
The present section spells out the interpretation of and the motivation for this paper in simple terms. For the rest of this section "neural network" will denote a feedforward neural network with smooth activation functions (e.g., sigmoidal). Such networks are widely used to perform regressions (i.e., "learning" some unknown function). We talk about the network in itself we are not directly concemed with how one would train it.
A neural network practitioner might ask the following specific question:
I have a brand X neural network with certain architectural parameter values. I plan to train it using a brand Y training algorithm on N data points. I know (or am willing to assume) that the data represent a continuous function. How good an approximation will my trained network be to the underlying "true" function? Leaving aside the formidable questions concerning statistical sample complexity of the representation chosen, there is a range of purely approximation theoretic questions one can ask in more general circumstances that relate to our imagined practitioner's question: 1) Given a function, determine the best possible representation of that function in terms of neural network of specific type and of a certain size n. 2) Is there in fact a best approximation? 3) Is the best approximation unique (i.e., there exist no other non-mvially different parameter vectors that result in exactly the same approximation or degree of approximation)? 4) Do there exist local minima on the error surface which will affect training algorithms? 5) Are there generally altemative ways of parametrizing the network representation? 6 ) What is the degree of approximation one can generally expect to obtain for certain classes of functions (as a function of the number of nodes or the number of parameters in the network)? 7) How does one's choice of how one measures errors affect the answers to the above questions? 8) Characterize those functions which can be represented exactly by a n-node network (of a specific type).
All of these questions apply to single-input single-output (SISO) networks ( f : R -+ R) as well as to the more general One of the main new points of this paper is that the specific class of neural network representations considered here can be parametrized by rational functions. Apart from giving important intuitive insight, such as the interpretation of the output weights and hidden layer thresholds as residues and poles respectively of the rational function, this is significant because rational functions are the most widely studied nonlinearly parametrized representation in approximation theory. Both specific results and indications of the potential problems to consider in generalizing our results follow from this connection. One of the specific points it suggests is that allowing complex thresholds is a very natural idea. This is discussed further elsewhere in the paper.
The only previous work in the neural network literature related to the present paper of which we are aware is that by Poggio and Girosi [ 131 who considered the existence question. Our results extend theirs, as well as introducing and solving the uniqueness question. The oft cited denseness results (e.g., [ 161) are, as has been recently pointed out by Cotter [9] , special cases of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem (see e.g., [22] ). They only state that there is a representation €-close to a desired function. By the nature of the proofs of these results, they can make no other type of statement.
To conclude this non-technical overview, perhaps the following analogy is helpful for those who still do not see the importance of asking precise approximation theoretic questions regarding neural networks. The analogy is with the theory and practice of linear dynamical systems (see e.g., [ 171). The range of successful practical applications here is far greater than for neural networks. There is a strong analogy between approximation theory questions, and leaming (adaptation) questions between both fields. In the field of linear dynamical systems there is now a clear understanding of the role of theory in aiding practice. Indeed, recently quite sophisticated mathematics (such as complex function theory and Hankel operator theory) has been used to solve a range of practically very important problems conceming model order reduction. It is the authors' hope that many of the neural network community will see, as we do, the field of linear dynamical systems as an admirable example to follow. After several decades, the mathematical theory of linear dynamical systems is of very direct relevance to practical applications. Certainly the same will be true also in the area of neural networks: the fact that it does not seem so yet is no reason to abandon hope.
Even if one is mainly interested in more applied questions, such as the design of neural network architectures to solve explicit problems, any deeper theoretical understanding of such issues must come to grips with the questions raised above. With the change of variables z = e2, and cyi = ea*, 
REPRESENTATIONS USING
onto the negative real axis it follows that ( 5 ) has its poles in T (or at infinity). We note in passing that a rational function ~( z ) has only simple, finite, poles if and only if #(z) = e"r(e") has only simple finite poles. Also, because of the periodicity of the complex exponential function, $(z) has an infinite number of poles in C and therefore can not be rational.
Recall, that any analytic function a: R + R, such as, e.g., the standard sigmoid function (2), has a convergent power series expansion o(z) = ~, (~--a )~ about a point a E R.
We can substitute z by any complex number z = z + iy and 
Corollary 3.2:
Let cy=, cicr(z -a;) and (ai, c:) 
More generally, consider representations 4(z) = c L ( a ( z -ai) of real valued functions 4:R -t W using complex instead of real coefficients a;, c;, i = 1 , . . . , n.
More fomially, and in analogy to equation (1) 
E C,b is equal to the degree of r ( z ) .
A simple example should make it clear that it may be preferable to consider complex representations for 4 E cg than just real. Let { I e"(e" + 1 ) +@) = e2x + 2ex + 2 = e z r ( e z )
where z + l 
Furthermore, we shall see in Section VI that the application of the theory of Pad6 approximation to the representation in (5) can (generically) result in complex coefficients. Remark 3.4: The above theorems explain the intuitive meaning of the coefficients a;, c; arising in a sigmoidal representation of a function $(z). In fact the a; correspond to the poles CY; = ea% of ~( z ) while the scaling factors c; are just the residues of T ( Z ) at ea*.
Consider now the situation where we seek representations (5) where r ( z ) is allowed to have multiple poles. Let
denote the set of real rational functions r ( z ) of degree 5 n.
r(z) has all its poles in R -I 1 (9) and ZE := { +(-) E C ( I , RI: 4(z) = eZr(e"),
T ( Z ) has all its poles in G I . 
~( z )
has all its poles in C -I. Then ~( z ) has the partial fraction decomposition m U,
where T;(z) = zr1(z) and xi(.
Thus, with this change of variables, for j 2 1,
one can always find a corresponding representation (12).
Since U(.) satisfies the Riccati equation
a simple induction argument leads to
Conversely, from (14) we deduce In the above proof an important fact which was used regarding the sigmoid function (2) is that a(s) is a solution of the Riccati equation a ' ( . ) = cr(z) (l -a ( . ) ) . The following lemma shows that it is essentially only in this case where such a quadratic relationship holds.
Lemma3 
A. Existence of Best Approximations
In order to rove the existence of best approximations in the classes 72, and We can now state and prove the main existence result of this section. 
B. Uniqueness of Best Approximations
Of has n or more roots in [a,b] . For R E R, the space P + R Q is defined by P + R Q : = {P+ R Q : P E P , Q E e}. Lemma 4.22: Let P be a nontrivial polynomial of degree n. Then P(e") has at most n roots in R.
Proofi Let P ( z ) = 0 for T 5 n real, positive roots {z1,...,5cCT} .Then P(ex) = O i f e x E {zl,-..,zCT} andthere are only T or fewer values of x which satisfy this. 
Proof:
The following proof is based on Cheney's proof of his lemma [7, p.1621 . The proof is in two parts. First we determine dim(P + RQ). Then we show that P + R Q is a Haar subspace by using lemma 4.13. 
(since R is fixed) By the identity theorem for analytic functions, implies the same relation holds for all 5c E R. Thus ( 2 ) Q E P if and only if QR divides Q such that the degree of the quotient is less than or equal to n -deg(PR) (since PR and QR are coprime). Thus Q must be of the form
Using (17) we obtain dim(? + RQ) = n + max(deg PR. deg QR) = k. In order to show that P + R Q is a Haar subspace it suffices by lemma 4.13 show that all non-trivial elements of P + R Q have at most k -1 roots in [a, b] . If one of the elements, say and so P~Q R + P R Q~ has k or more roots. Now P~Q R + P R Q B can be written as where n-I . -P = { x p i " i x : p ; E W}.
i=O
Hen_ce P~Q R _+ P R Q~ has the same number of roots in [a, b] as P~Q R P R Q~. Thus deg(PziQR+&&) 5 max(n -1 + d e g Q~, n +deg&) Ilf -RI1 L Ilf -R'II + 7llR -R*ll.
V. L2 APPROXIMATION
Our attention is now tumed to approximation in the LZ or "finite energy" metric. The L2 metric is the continuous analogue of the discrete sum of squares error used in the backpropagation algorithm. Whilst it is well known in approximation theory that there are fundamental differences between the discrete and continuous problems, for theoretical purposes it is of considerable interest to examine the continuous case. First we prove existence of best approximations. Then we will consider the number of local minima that are possible. Let L2 [a, b] denote the set of Lebesgue integrable functions on the real interval [alb] such that A function @ is injective if x1 # 5 2 implies @(XI) # @(zz). Remurk5.6: Neither of the above two results state that when the discrete sum of squares norm is used that one can obtain an arbitrary number of local minima in the error function: they only hold for the continuous LZ norm.
VI. PADB APPROXIMANTS
In this section, the application of the theory of Pad6 approximants [l] is considered. Pad6 approximants are used to determine the parameter values required in the neural networks considered in this paper in order to represent a given function. This is a direct outcome of the rational parametrization developed above for such representations. S > E > 0, and Rm,,, has numerator and denominator degree of m and n respectively, then as E + 0, Rm,n approaches the (m, n) Pad6 approximant. (Although this result is not directly applicable to our transformed rational situation, it is worth noting.) A nice feature of using Pad6 approximation to achieve representations (1) is that it is a recursive, finite algorithm. Also, as we show by examples, the approximation can be very good on a certain interval. Thus the approach may be favorable if a good initial approximation is desired.
Given a function q5 analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, consider the formal power series 20) constitutes a sequence of approximants of q5(x). By theorem 3.1, if T ; is strictly proper and all its poles are distinct and real, then q5i can be written as
where a!*), j = 1, . , deg ~i are the logarithms of the poles of ri and cy', j = 1,. . . , deg ~i are the residues. In general, the poles of T; will not be all real, and so q5i will not be able to be written in the form of (21) .
Let q5(i)(0) denote the ith derivative of q5(.) at the origin, and let H be the cc x cc Hankel matrix
q5(1)(0) ("0) . . . -" ( N -l ) ) .
Generically all the poles of T,, will be distinct in which case it is possible to write &(x) as
There are many issues related to the use of Pad6 ideas for representations of the form considered in this paper. In particular, there is no guarantee that the Pad6 approximant raJ will not have a pole on the positive real axis (see example 6.2 below). However for now we content ourselves with presenting two examples. In a future paper we plan to consider the use of Pad6 approximants rather more fully, in the general setup of [15] .
The following two examples were calculated using the built in Pad6 functions in Maple [6] . No particular attention was paid to numerical issues.
Example 6.1: Consider the function #(z) = cos(x2)/ ( x 2 + 1). The order 10 Pad6 approximant to q5(logx)/x is r~o(x) = p(x) = .0246x8 -.2937x7 + .7678x6 -.4111x5 + x4 ,090lf.31332, 3.5377f13.7975, -.4258, and 48.258 . Observe in this case that r10 has a pole on R+. This causes #qo(z) = e 2 q 0 ( e z ) to have a pole on R and thus $10 $ ! for any finite n. The functions q5 and d l 0 are graphed in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that q510(z) approaches --03 as x ---f log(48.258) % 3.877.
Finally let us remark that Pad6 approximants have been applied to representations more general than rational functions 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Some specific approximation theoretic questions concerning a limited class of feedforward neural network representations have been posed and answered. Whilst the solutions are of interest for their own sake, perhaps the most interesting idea to arise is that the class of neural networks considered here can be reparametrized in terms of rational functions. This is important because much is known about rational functions, and the rational parametrization provides a link between neural network approximations and mainstream approximation theory as well as linear systems theory.
In other work [15] we will extend the range of applicability of rational parametrizations of neural networks (to arbitrary continuous activation functions, and to networks with input layer weights). There are numerous new interesting problems arising from this work and we intend to report results elsewhere.
Finally, the most humbling conclusion from the connection made with rational functions is a realization of the truly formidable difficulties one faces in understanding multiple input, multiple hidden layer networks. Such understanding is essential if neural networks are to become anything more than a simulator's plaything.
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